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abstract

In the biomechanical research of soccer kicking, the content is mainly about the joint angle, joint velocity, ball speed, and run
up parameter on kicking. The knee angular velocity and foot linear velocity are directly affect ball speed. The aim of this study
was building the kicking kinematic data of female soccer player and compare with related study. Nine health elite female
college soccer players were recruited as subjects. Ten VICON cameras and a Kistler force plate were use to capture 3D image
and analyze the knee angular velocity, foot linear velocity, kinetic chain, and the time of kicking period. The result indicated
that the knee angular velocity was 1017±218 deg/s (range：824~1484 deg/s), the foot linear velocity was 12.2±0.98 m/s
(range：10.5~13.7), the kicking time was 0.135±0.014 s (range：0.11~0.16). Nevertheless, the mean of knee angular velocity
was lower than Japanese female college player (1113±107 deg/s).
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Abstract

Until recently, a great deal of thought in whole body vibration training had gone into above 20 Hz vibration training, but very
little attention had ever been paid to what below 20Hz. The purpose of this study was to investigate the performance of lower
extremity of flexibility and counter movement jump during 8 weeks medium frequency (frequency:18Hz, amplitude:3mm).
There were 16 students from Physical Education department of Chinese Culture University that served as subjects in this study.
They accepted 3 times training per week. Subjects need squat contiguously on the vibration plate that knee angle keeping
90-150 degree between. The paired t-test was used to analyze the difference between pre and post of flexibility and jump. The
results show that there was significant improving in flexibility but no significant difference in counter movement jump after 8
weeks medium frequency vibration training.
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